This paper proves that F(p) = (Br Ap Br){i+2r)l(p+2r) is an increasing function of p for p > 1 and r > 0 whenever A ^ B ^ 0. This result is more precise than our previous result that A ^ B > 0 ensures (BrApBrf+2r)l{p+2r) ;> Bl+2r for each p ^ 1 and r ;> 0. We also cite three counterexamples related to Theorem 1.
Statement of results
A capital letter will mean a bounded linear operator on a Hubert space. It is well known that A ~_ B ^ 0 does not always ensure A2 ^ B2 in general and that " ^ " is only a partial order on the set of positive operators, not a total ordering. But Theorem 1 ensures order-preserving inequalities on A and B in the case A^B^O. Theorem 1. If AIlB^A.0 , then for each r ^ 0 and each p ^ 1, (i) F(p) = (Br Ap Br)(X+ r)/(p+ r' is an increasing function of p ; that is, for any set {pk} of increasing real numbers such that pn = pn_x = -■=p2^px = 1, (BrAp"Br){X+2r)/{p"+2r) > (BrAPn-lBr){X+2r),{p"-l+2r) > > (BrAPlBrf+2r)liPl+2r) Ï BrABr ^ Bx+2r.
(ii) G(p) = (Ar Bp Ar)(x+ r"(p+ r) is a decreasing function of p ; that is, for any 'set {pk} of increasing real numbers such that pn ^ pn_x > • • • ^p2 j> px = 1, AX+2r > ÄBAr ^ [ArB*Arf+Vi,{*+Vi > ... > tAr ßPn-l ßr^+2r)/(P"-,+2r) > lJ4rBP"Ar){X+2r)l(P"+2r).
Corollary 1. If A>B^0, then for each p>l, (i) (BApB)mp+2) ^ (BAp-xBf{p+x) £ > (BA2B)y4 > BAB Ï 53 and
(ii) A2 ^ ABA > (AB2A)3/4 ^ > (ABP~X A)mp+X) ^ (ABPA)3/{p+2).
Proofs of the results
First of all, we cite the following results:
Theorem A [1] . If A^B>0, then for each r^O, (i) (BrApBr)x/q^B{p+2r)/q and (ii) A(p+2r)lq ^ (ArBpAr)xlq hold for each p and q such that p = 0, q = 1, and ( 1 + 2r)q = p + 2r. 
In order to prove (1) and (2), we prove the following (*) by the lemma: For the case r ^ 1/2, in the term (Ap/2B2rAPll)sl(p+2r) in the right-hand side of (*), 2r, p/2, and (p + 2r)/s can surely be considered equivalent to p, r, and q in Theorem A. This is so because (p + 2r)/s ^ 1 holds, since p + 2r^p+l^s^0 by (3), and {1 + 2(p/2)}(p + 2r)/s = 2r + 2(p/2), also by (3) . Therefore, by (ii) of Theorem A we have holds for any 5 satisfying (3). We are able to iterate this method whenever p + s ^ 1, so we have (i) by repeating this method. By the same method as we used for (i), we can show (ii) by using (2), so the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
Proof is an increasing function of p, where Xc = X + ci.
Proof of Theorem 2. By almost the same method as the one in Theorem 1, we can show Theorem 2, so we omit its proof.
Proof of Theorem 3. We may assume that A and B are invertible. First of all, we show the following:
By (ii) of Theorem 2, we have (5) {APl2B2rApl2)^+m2r+p) Í {AP/2B2sAp,2ft+Pm2S+P) for 2r ï 2s ï tx Ï 0.
Put k = (p -t)/(p + tx). Then k e [0, 1] since p > t > 0 and tx > 0. By Theorem B, taking k as exponents of both sides of (5) and moreover taking inverses of these both sides, we have (4). Proof of Corollary 2. Put r = p/2 and t = 0 in Theorem 3.
Mean theoretic proof of Theorem 3 will appear in the following paper: M. Fujii, T. Furuta, and E. Kamei, Operator functions associated with Furuta's inequality, preprint.
